ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT
SOLUTIONS

WORKING TOWARDS A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

OUR COMMITMENTS

As a family-owned business, with more than 190 sites and branches
across Australia and New Zealand, Kennards Hire is aware of the
position we hold in the marketplace and the commitment we have to
future generations to be an environmental leader in our industry.

As a leader in our field, we strive to ‘Take Hire Higher’. We continue to
investigate and invest in technologies that help both ourselves and our
customers measure and minimise our effect on the environment. These
include telemetry, monitoring devices and ongoing investigation into
product ranges that use batteries, solar and alternate fuel sources.

From large industry partners to small businesses, Kennards Hire is
witnessing more industry sectors driving for change, in their own
capacity, to create a greener future. Kennards Hire is committed to
facilitating positive environmental outcomes for the wellbeing of our
people, our communities, and our customers.

MORE SUSTAINABLE CHOICES
Kennards Hire operates across multiple markets including DIY and home
renovators, residential and non-residential construction, industrial and
manufacturing services, civil engineering, government, and natural
resources including water, oil, gas and mining.
We understand the need to conduct business in an environmentally
responsible and sustainable way to prevent pollution, reduce reliance
on natural resources, minimise environmental impact and continuously
improve environmental management process and procedures.
Kennards Hire is driven to deliver measurable environmental and
sustainable outcomes. To increase and maintain environmental
awareness, the business is committing to integrating environmental
considerations into all future operational and financial planning

To achieve this, Kennards Hire will:
•

Act in accordance with all applicable environmental regulations
and laws across all levels of government.

•

Be an environmentally responsible neighbour in the communities
in which we operate.

•

Address non-compliance concerns and correct conditions that
endanger health, safety, the environment.

•

Ensure the responsible use of energy and improvement of energy
efficiencies by implementing energy conservation initiatives
throughout our business.

•

Reduce our reliance on natural resources through the
implementation of water saving initiatives.

•

Regularly review our operations to minimise waste generation,
and improve recycling and reuse opportunities wherever possible.

•

Adopt pollution prevention and minimisation practices across our
network of operations including air quality, dust suppression and
noise control.

•

Continuously review and update our environmental management
processes, objectives and targets including environmental disaster
mitigation strategies, with regular reports provided at both the
Senior Leadership Team and Kennards Hire board levels.

•

Actively source environmentally sustainable end-of-life solutions
for all relevant products.

•

Implement innovations and technological solutions to reduce our
environmental footprint wherever possible.

•

Incorporate active promotion of environmental awareness,
providing access to opportunities to participate in awareness
training and innovation process development.

•

Assist our customers to achieve their emissions reduction targets
through sophisticated monitoring, management and reporting
of equipment use and the procurement of equipment products
that support customer environmental outcomes (i.e. solar lighting
towers, dust monitoring devices, etc.).

•

Expect our suppliers and contractors operate in an environmentally
responsible manner.

ENERGY EFFICIENT EQUIPMENT
From solar charged, battery powered, LED lighting towers to hybrid
excavators, our equipment range assists customers in achieving on-site
sustainability objectives.

Kennards Hire is committed to an environmental focus across all
business activities.
Kennards Hire provides a range of efficient and sustainable equipment
solutions to support greener projects.

ENVIRONMENT STANDARDS
There is a growing emphasis on monitoring of noise and dust to protect
the environment.

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
Through advanced tracking, monitoring and reporting, EasyTrak enables
environmental management and key performance metrics to enable
decision making that reduces carbon outputs and identifies sustainable
ways to run a project.

Sound barrier fencing, silenced skid pumps, ride on battery scrubbers
are all part of our range that helps minimise noise pollution on customer
sites and projects.
Our portable dust monitors measure air quality and provide real-time
logging of hazardous dust levels, including silica and asbestos.
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Our robust maintenance program means that all our equipment is
regularly and effectively serviced, ensuring the performance of our
equipment is in top shape. This means our equipment operates at peak
efficiency with less breakdowns ultimately resulting in lower emissions
than owned assets.
Through efficient fleet scheduling, our delivery vehicles spend less time
on the road helping to minimise carbon emission output

Find out more about our commitments to the environment at:
kennards.com.au | kennardshire.co.nz

